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‘Religion in Motion’: Routes of Identiﬁcation among
Hungarian Greek Catholics in Subcarpathia
Bertalan Pusztai and Erzsébet Pilipko
This chapter examines processes of identiﬁcation among Hungarian Greek
Catholics who live within the Carpathian Basin but in Ukraine. During
1990-2000 we conducted ethnographic fieldwork among Hungarian Greek
Catholic communities in the Uzhhorod, Vynohradiv, and Berehove regions.
Greek Catholics who identify themselves as Hungarian are a very distinctive
minority. First, they constitute a religious minority vis-a-vis the mainstream,
Roman Catholic. Reformed. and Orthodox Churches in the Carpathian
Basin. Second, their Rusyn and Romanian origins but Hungarian identity
have placed them in an intermediary situation and given them a multiple
belonging, which renders them suspicious to all nationalities in the area.
Hungarian Greek Catholic identity emerged and stabilized in the century
between 1850 and 1950 (Pusztai 2005, 2007). However, only the Greek
Catholics living within the borders of Hungary could enjoy relative tranquil-
ity after the end of the Second World War. In all other parts of the region
Greek Catholics were forced to continue their struggles for identification.
Our chapter shows the various routes of identification Hungarian Greek
Catholics have taken both as a religious minority among Hungarians and as a
national minority in Ukraine. Although their total number is not very large,
members of this once-uniﬁed group now belong to three different religious
communities.
We begin with a review of the post-1920 history ofthe Greek Catholic
Church in Subcarpathia. We then present ethnographic descriptions of the
two possible identifications - Roman Catholic and Orthodox - available in
recent decades to ethnic Hungarians who belonged traditionally to the Greek
Catholic Church in Subcarpathia. First, we describe the evolution that led
certain former Greek Catholic communities to join the Roman Catholic
Church after the 1940s. Second, we describe the route that has led other
communities into the Orthodox Church. This material is based on ﬁeldwork
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conducted by Erzsébet Pilipko in the region of Vynohradiv throughout the
1990s
Until 1918, the four counties of Subcarpathia (Kcirpatalja in Hungar_
ian) belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. In the Hungarian ‘Ha-
tional landscape imagery’ (Hayrynen 2000) this area had no independent
existence and no unified regional identity. At the end of the First World War
Hungary declared it to be the semi-autonomous region ofRuska Kraina, bu;
in 1920 the Trianon Peace Treaty allocated it to Czechoslovakia. Thus began
its territorial reorganization as Poa’karpatslra Rns, which led in tum to rnodi-
fications of its ethnic composition. In 1938-39, with the dissolution Qf
Czechoslovakia, this territory was returned to Hungary. At the end of the
Second World War the area came under the jurisdiction ofthe Soviet Union
as.the Zalrarparslra Oblasr. After the disintegration of the Soviet Union
Subcarpathia now constitutes a county (oblast) of an independent Ukraine.‘ i
One-fifth of the nearly 600 settlements in Subcarpathia have signiﬂ-
cant numbers ofHungarians living either in continuous blocks or mixed with
other ethnic groups? Hungarians are the majority in about 80 villages and in
the town of Berehovo. In Ukraine’s total population they form a minority of
no more than half of 1 per cent (Dupka, Horvath and Moricz 1990: 4-5).
The Greek Catholic Church in Subcarpathia
The 1920 border changes had little effect on the area of the Greek Catholic
Eparchy of Mukachevo: apart from one parish and two affiliated churches
that remained in Hungary, it was transferred to Czechoslovakia in its entirety
(Botlik 1997: 229). The new Czechoslovak government discriminated
against the Greek Catholics, dubbing their Eparchy ‘Hungarophile’. Instead,
the authorities supported the Russian Orthodox Church in the region
(Bonkalo 1996; Botlik 1997), and in 1931 an Orthodox diocese was estab-
lished in Mukachevo. This administrative act had antecedents in the ‘Schis-
matic Movement’ of the 1910s, which had significantly helped spread Or-
thodoxy in the region (Mayer 1997). Organized from a distance, this move-
These frequent political changes had a critical effect on cultural perceptions of the region.
Before 1989 nomenclature was highly politicized. Zalrarparska means Transcarpathian; when
seen from Moscow or Kiev, the region certainly is beyond the Carpathians. However, when
seen from Budapest (or Prague), these villages and towns are at the feet of the Carpathian
Mountains, and the use of the term Subcarpathia implies even today a protest against the
official order (Fejos 1996: 127-128; Balla 1998). This chapter uses the term Subcarpathia
because it is concerned with the Hungarian minority. among whom this term (Karparalja) has
remained the standard designation.
' According to the 2001 census, they constituted 76.1% ofthe population ofBerehovo, 26.2%
of Vynogradiv, and 33.4% ofUzhl1orod districts (Molnar and Molnar 2003: 91-94.).
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ment had been a Russian Orthodox propaganda campaign, but its influence
can be explained by deep social reasons. The appearance of Russian Ortho-
doxy disrupted the religious unity of Rusyns."
Events after the Second World War resulted in no minor tribulation
for the peoples in the Carpathian Basin. Until 1944, the Eparchy of 1\-"ILl-
kachevo had 350 priests, 320 churches, and 450,000 followers, with an
overwhelming majority of Rusyns but also including 28,000 Hungarians,
16,000 Romanians, 3,000 Slovaks, and others (Ortutay 1993: 48). The
diocese had its own seminary, women’s and men’s teacher training colleges.
an orphanage, boarding schools, and an archive. In October 19-14, the Soviet
Army occupied the Theological College in Uzhhorod Castle (Bendasz 2001:
100). As early as 1946, Soviet authorities took a secret decision to close the
institution, ‘the hotbed of the Uniates’, but for tactical reasons, they post-
poned it to a later date. In 1945, however, church property was nationalized
and religious education in schools was prohibited. In addition. Greek Catho-
lic priests began to be induced by promises and threats to reunite with the
Orthodox.“ The Stalinist regime aimed to wrench the Eparchy of l\/lukachevo
out ofthe jurisdiction ofthe Pope, thereby eliminating Vatican inﬂuence and
Western orientation. Already in March 19-16 the L’viv Synod decided to
dissolve the four Galician Greek Catholic C1iOC€S€S.5
Bishop Theodore Ronizha of the Eparchy of Mukachevo sought to en-
sure the personal continuity of the diocese by secretly conseerating two
priests. Sandor Chira and Peter Orosz, as bishops (Bendasz 1994: 128;
Bendasz 2001: 100). On 1 November 1947 Ronihza was murdered." Teach-
ing at the seminary continued under the leadership of Sandor Chira until his
arrest in February 19-19. Thereafter, the Eparchy of Mukachevo was liqui-
dated and church services conducted by Greek Catholic priests were corn-
pletely prohibited. According to church historical records, 129 (Hungarian
and Rusyn) priests were declared ‘enemies of the Soviet people" for refusing
to participate in reunification.‘ The Greek Catholic parish churches were
either transferred to the Orthodox Church or closed and used as warehouses.
The Eparchy of Mukachevo, as well as the other Greek Catholic Eparchies,
3 For the Russophile and the Ukrainophile movements. see Bonkalo 1996: 81-101.
4 Between 1945 and I9-18. 35 Greek Catholic priests lost their lives in the religious persecu-
tion (Bendasz and Bendasz 199-1: 9).
3 By reference to the testimony oflstvan Bendasz (Risko 1995: 181).
‘J On 27 October 19-17, Bishop Theodor Romzha was seriously hurt in a car accident arranged
by the Russian secret services. He survived the attack and on 1 November was poisoned in the
l\-lukachevo hospital. 1-le was beatitied as a martyr in 2001 (Risko 1995; Bendasz 1999).
‘ Ofthc 129 priests. 30 never returiied.. The sun-ivors were freed in the amnesty of 1955-56,
but were not allowed to practise, and, if caught. were liable to another five years of forced
labour (Ortutay I993: 50: Botlik 1997: 28?).
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were thus deprived of all their rights until December 1989. In spite of this
the l\/lukachevo Episcopacy never lost its continuity. In the course of these
four decades. it lived on as a catacomb church, much as early Christianity
had done. Some of the priests who had refused ‘reunification’ left their
homes and went into hiding - thereby evading state retribution - and COntin-
ued practising their religious vocation. Outwitting the secret police, they
performed liturgical, baptismal, and funeral services in private, family eh-
cles to uphold the essential sacraments of their faith communities. In 1952
when arrests stopped, forty-seven priests were still secretly serving the
faithful. These outlaw priests were monitored and pursued by the authorities,
An interlocuteur described the capture and murder of a parish priest, Peter
Orosz:
Father Peter Orosz was serving at Bilke [Ukrainianz Bilki] in
1949, and would not subscribe [to Orthodoxy]; so he had to go into
hiding in various villages; he’d celebrate mass in the middle of the
night; if need be, he’d baptize, confirm, many couples, administer
the Sacraments to the ailing, confess, and bury. He was in hiding be-
tween I949 and 1953, the bespealrs had been after him, and one
night he was called to a sick person he started out, but when he
took the train at Beregkisfalud [Ukrainianz Siltse] station, a rail-
wayman recognized him, and reported it to the militiaman on the
train, who immediately arrested him and wanted to take him to
Ilosva [Ukrainianz Irshava]. On their way, at a cross just outside
Beregkisfalud, the father asked the militiaman to let him say a
prayer, which he did. Then the father knelt down at the foot of the
cross, and then militiaman took out his gun and shot him in the back
ofthe neck. He is a martyr (Field interview from Kvasove, 200l).9
Employing sophisticated organizational tactics, the underground Mukachevo
Eparchy continued to train and ordain priests for the ministry (Bendasz
2001). Upon returning from prison, parish priests lacked textbooks and thus
had to teach their successors with their own hand-written notes. Even in the
late 1970s. tutors often had to endure long hours of house searches, the
confiscation of their notes, and the turning of their homes upside down. The
novices visiting the flats of their teachers took similar risks, as they were
well aware of being followed. Nevertheless, the Mukachevo Eparchy man-
aged to maintain even its institutional continuity: Sandor Chira, the bishop
1‘ Th l Uk " ' - - -e popu ar rainian name of the various Soviet secret agencies, such as NKVD and
KGB. which the Hungarians took over and use to this very dav.
Since the topic is very sensitive and the communities discussed are small communities,
easily recognizable the authors have chosen to use only place and date to identify the inter-
views.
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consecrated sill) rosa, and later the vicar apostolic, l\/liklos l\/lur:'inyi. ensured
the continuity of church leadership (Chira 199-1; Botlik 1997). Several
decades of tribulation prepared the ground for great popular respect for the
church. Bishop Jozsef Holovacs stated that the underground activity ‘ex-
plains why our churches, as soon as the Greek Catholic Church was reautho-
rized (1989), were immediately tilled with believers’ (Holovacs 1997).
Presumably, the four-decade catacomb existence of the Greek Catholic
Church provided indisputable legitimacy for starting anew in 1989; nonethe-
less, the masses of believers have returned to the Greek Catholic church for
reasons not directly related to this.
On 13 December 1989 the Soviet government issued its decree re-
establisliing the rights of the Greek Catholic Church in Subcarpathia. After
the initial euphoria about regaining rights, these changes in church policy led
to ongoing conﬂicts in parishes. The Greek Catholic Church, prohibited in
1949, regained its legitimacy, and its reorganization began soon after. The
law provided for the restitution of Greek Catholic property seized by the
state and given to the Orthodox Church. This involved many churches and
nianses. In practice, however, the provision proved far more complicated
than expected. ‘Return’ was not unequivocal, even in Hungarian Greek
Catholic or both Greek and Roman Catholic settlements. not to mention
Rusyn areas. Communities could vote as to whether they wanted to belong to
the Greek Catholic or the Orthodox, or, in some cases, the Roman Catholic
Church. Based on such a decision. property was restored to one or the other
churches. In cases ofa divided community, the use ofthe church often led to
verbal or physical aggression. The church-owning communities at the time
of the political transformation, in other words, the Orthodox in the central
parts of the southern belt of Subcarpathia and the Roman Catholic in the
western parts, would not only refuse to restore churches to their original
owners, but would not even share them with Greek Catholics. Most commu-
nities would not accept a compromise of temporarily using an alternate
church. This uncooperative attitude was driven by suspicion and fear that,
should the ‘other’ be let in; they, the proprietors for the past decades. would
be driven otit of their church. Thus, the first legal Greek Catholic mass in
forty years in many cases was celebrated in village churchyards in the biting
cold of winter 1990.
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Hungarian Greek Catholic Survival Strategies during Soviet
Times
After the banning of the Greek Catholic Church, Rusyn and Hungarian
parish communities no longer had any chance of unobstructed Greek Catho-
lic life. In the following section, we shall attempt to outline the possible
modes of Greek Catholic existence, and reveal why former Hungarian Greek
Catholics practise their faith in vastly divergent communities, often in grave
conﬂicts with one another. Our study focuses exclusively on the Hungarian-
speaking communities, a minor portion of the Greek Catholic population in
the region.
Besides the small-scale clandestine existence, Greek Catholics could
choose from two other options: escaping into the Roman Catholic Church or
remaining within the Byzantine rite, but in the Orthodox Church. A con-
scious and hidden Greek Catholic religious life, a ‘catacomb church’, was
the choice of the few and could hardly gain a widespread following. Escape
into Roman Catholicism or a formal change to Orthodoxy involved far larger
portions of the population. The Hungarian Greek Catholic communities of
the westemmost part of southern Subcarpathia practised their faith in the
Roman Catholic Church already from the end of the 1940s. By contrast,
Oithodox parishes providing a latent mode of Greek Catholic existence
emerged in the central and easternmost parts of the Hungarian belt (the areas
around Vynohradiv and Berehovo).
During Soviet times catacomb existence was an option for only a few
small Greek Catholic groups in Subcarpathia. The Greek Catholics of the
southwestern parts of the Hungarian belt of Subcarpathia, the region around
Uzhhorod, joined the Roman Catholic Church. Their decision brought about
fundamental changes in the life of the villages south of Uzhhorod, as our
fieldwork in the villages of Sislivci, Halocs, and Komarivcihas demon-
strated. These villages are still predominantly Hungarian settlements south
of Uzhhorod, near the Ukrainian and Slovak border (Pusztai 2001).“)
In The three settlements are situated lO—20 kilometres south of Uzhhorod, ‘close to the
Ukrainian-Slovakian border. All three villages were part of the mainly Hiingarianinhabited
Nagykapos district (today Vefké Kapusany in East Slovakia) prior to the dissolution of the
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Halocs (Hungarian: Galocs) has a population of 543, with about
400 ethnic Hungarians; Sislivci (Hungarian: Sisloc) has 330 inhabitants, of whom appro_xi—
inately 70% are ethnic Hungarians; Komarivci (Hungarian: Palagykomoroc) has a populatwﬂ
of925. of whom roughly 80% are considered Hungarian. The Greek Catholic Rusyn popula-
tion migrated to the region in the eighteenth century. ln course of the nineteenth century, tl_1lS
population changed their mother tongue while keeping their denomination. After the mid-
twentieth century, a second wave of emigration started. These villages are situated on I116
Hungarian-Rusyn linguistic border.
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According to late eighteenth-ceiitury censuses, 25 to 40 per cent of the
population of the three villages was Rusyn. and hence Greek Catholic.
However, by 1806, Rusyns had assimilated into Hungarians, so that in
certain Greek Catholic parishes, religious homilies were preached in Hun-
garian more than Rusyn. At the turn of the nineteenth century, villagers
identified themselves as fully Hungarian and remained so even at the 1941
census.“ Besides their ‘Magyarization’, Greek Catholics also went through a
process of ‘Latinization’, in which both their domestic culture and their
church services were influenced by those ofthe Roman Catholics.”
As Greek Catholics began to speak Hungarian as their mother tongue,
strong inter-denominational ties developed. People remember a lively con-
nection between the two Catholic denominations between the two world
wars: the Roman Catholics sometimes attended Greek Catholic mass, and
when only a Roman Catholic mass was celebrated, the Greek Catholics
would participate in it. Intermarriages were also quite regular.
After the Second World War, Greek Catholic ministers and communi-
ties were given a chance to practise their religion, but only within the bounds
of the Russian Orthodox Church and according to its rite. Priests not con-
forming to this were deported. The Hungarian-speaking Greek Catholics of
the region did not opt for the Orthodox rite in Church Slavonic. Thus. one of
the Greek Catholic churches was turned into a training hall, another one was
closed down and then transfonned into a museum, and the third one became
the gymnasium ofa nearby school.
The Roman Catholics of all three villages were bereft of both priest
and church. But the circumstances of the two Catholic Churches were en-
tirely different: even though some Roman Catholic priests were deported,
their theological seminary was closed, and priests were not replaced, the
Roman Catholic Church at least existed formally. Although it was far away
(in Uzhhorod), the church still functioned, and its followers could worship
according to their creed and receive the sacraments. The Hungarian Greek
Catholics of the region also went to worship, to be baptized, and to marry in
the same Uzhhorod Roman Catholic church.
In the period following these changes the two Catholic communities
sharing the Roman Catholic in Uzhhorod gradually merged into one. The
dividing line between them slowly disappeared because of the sense of being
11 . . . . . . . .On the process of assimilation with Hungarians in Halocs, see Pusztai I993.
1‘ In the settlements we studied, the Reformed population formed the religious majority,
while the number of Roman and Greek Catholics was roughly the same. However, only the
Greek Catholics possessed a church of their own in all the three villages examined, with one
priest residing in each of them. In addition, the Roman Catholics lost their parish, as it was
annexed to Slovakia in I945.
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endangered and ofthe acquiescence in the immutable. Those who knew Qnly
the Roman Catholic Rite were in their fifties when the changes came, but it
was also for fifty years that their elders practiced this faith and observed its
holidays. Between I949 and I990 the ethnic composition of Subcarpathia
also altered fundamentally and the entire microregion was transformed fmm
this point ofview.
The late 1980s brought with them a political relaxation that created
the possibility for Greek Catholics to reclaim their churches. However, as the
Russian Orthodox Church had a dominant position in the Soviet Union at the
time, closed churches could only be reopened as Roman Catholic ones
Naturally, all three villages immediately reclaimed their churches, and an Old
Roman Catholic priest, serving several affiliated churches and traveling 50
kilometres, conducted liturgies in all three villages. The possibility ofregula;
masses brought about a new group formation among the villagers: all those
who thought of themselves as Catholics after so many decades started to take
part in the Catholic mass and helped restore and fumish the church, thereby
showing their affiliation to this church. In order to supply worship condi-
tions, a churchwarden and other responsible persons had to be chosen.
Churchwardenship and membership in local church councils were increas-
ingly seen as new sources of social prestige in the 1990s. Seeking these
church offices was a natural and primary goal of people with a propensity to
partake in public life, if they had not achieved their aims in the newly elected
municipalities or in the leadership ofthe local schools, in other words, in the
newly legitimate organizations.
In 1991 word spread in these villages that the Greek Catholic Church
existed, and that it could reclaim its former church buildings.” However, the
emerging Roman Catholic communities were already administering the
former Greek Catholic churches. From the outside, the changes would have
seemed to have no effect on these village communities, as no underground
Greek Catholic Church had existed, and as a result of the dissolution of
denominational differences all Greek Catholics and Roman Catholics saw
themselves as members of one church.
The first local crisis broke out when the Greek Catholics of Sislivci at-
tempted to take possession of their former church. As a result, the Roman
Catholics began to build their own church, and soon the newly completed
church became a vivid symbol of community discord. The Greek Catholics
would have been ready to share their church with their Roman Catholic
brethren, but they insisted on it being a Greek Catholic church again. In-
stead, the Roman Catholics decided they would rather build their own new
[3 Although the Greek Catholic Church had been permitted to function again in the Soviet
Union already in I989. in the villages studied the problem only surfaced in I991.
mm“.I-.-:
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church. and thus left the Greek Catholics alone to renovate the old church.
When the Greek Catholics speak of the time-consumiiig and painstaking
renovation of their church, they always note that they never received so
much external help as the Roman Catholics did. In truth, the Roman Catho-
lics were given a lot from Hungary. The Roman Catholics, on their part,
have nowadays a different account of the same story. They say that the
Greek Catholics — according to them. a handful of old people — forcefully
demanded the church back, practically reoccupied it, and did not allow
Roman Catholics to enter the church again. All this, of course, happened
when the renovation of the church, to which they had significantly contrib-
uted. neared completion. The conflict in this village has now more or less
abated. The construction of the new church has pacified opinion and clari-
fied what rights people are entitled to and where. The Roman Catholics. by
deciding to build a new church, assigned themselves a new goal that hasO
come to symbolize their community.
In Komarivci, the church was returned to the Greek Catholic Church
without any crisis, and the two Catholic communities continued to share it.
However, tension over its use can be clearly observed. During one of our
field trips we witnessed how Roman Catholics preparing for Sunday mass
moved the altar to the centre ofthe church because it had been placed to the
side by Greek Catholics. They found it irritating to have the altar placed at
the side between Roman Catholic masses. We were still present when the
Greek Catholic vicar arrived and emphatically warned the movers of the
altar that in the future this could only be done with his permission. He be-
lieved this Roman Catholic practice was mere ‘table—worship'. not the wor-
ship ofGod.
The greatest conflict emerged in Halocs, when the Roman Catholic
churchwarden refused entry to Greek Catholic minister and his followers on
the second day of Christmas so they could hold their first Holy Liturgy.“ He
said that the village’s Roman Catholic priest had not notified him and that
therefore he could not open the church. The Greek Catholic mass was thus
held in the cemetery in the late-December cold. So far, the Roman Catholic
Church possesses the building and the Greek Catholic community attends
worship in the very same church. Greek Catholics have accepted that their
Roman Catholic colleagues at present own the church building, but they still
hope for a more viable solution. The two groups have different perspectives:
while Roman Catholics are convinced that only a few old people consider
themselves Greek Catholics. the others believe only a few people have
H According to local informants. this happened in I990. Legalization occurred in I989 and
became widely known in 1990-91. Conflicts around former Greek Catholic ecclesiastical
properties are still not completely resolved.
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remained Roman Catholic and that the majority is, in fact, Greek Catholic
but attends mass according to the Roman Rite out of mere nostalgia.
Roman Catholics believe that the majority of Greek Catholics in Sub-
carpathia are Rusyn. After fifty years of propaganda and prohibition Greek
Catholics consider themselves Ukrainian. Neither public opinion nor the
political elites recognize the meagre Hungarian Greek Catholic population.
The common belief is that wherever a Greek Catholic church exists, the
community must be Ukrainian. Roman Catholics doubt whether the Mu-
kachevo Eparchy, under the direct supervision of the Holy See (ecclesia sari
mris), will be able to maintain its status. They are positive that in the long
run the will of L’viv will prevail and the eparchy will lose its independence
and be incorporated in the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church.“
According to the story circulated in Roman Catholic circles in nearby
Sislivci, the few old Hungarian Greek Catholics practised the Latin mass for
fifty years but they wanted their church back primarily because of individual
ambition and self-assertion and not because they so much remembered the
Byzantine Rite. And Rusyns have already appeared claiming the sermon and
the Gospel readings in their mother tongue during the mass celebrated in
Hungarian. It is expected, then, that Rusyns will soon outnumber Hungarians
and take over the church, thus also changing the liturgical language.
The Roman Catholics in the neighboring villages to Sislivci refer to
this is as a warning example. In fact, of the three villages studied, Sislivci
was where the most Rusyns have settled; the church is affiliated with the
highly ‘Ukrainianized’ Sztorozsnicja. Sislivci is a good example of how the
churches can come to be involved in, and even cause, ethnic conflicts. Be-
cause neighbouring Sztorozsnicja has a Rusyn majority, they use the Julian
calendar. Naturally, the affiliated churchgoers in Sislivci also follow this
practice. The Roman Catholic Hungarians who use the Gregorian calendar
and who live here as well as in the neighbouring villages regard this as
evidence of forced ‘Ukrainization’, since these Greek Catholic Hungarians
have to observe holidays together with Greek Catholic Ukrainians and not
the more familiar Roman Catholic and Protestant Hungarians.
The former Greek Catholic Hungarian communities around Uzhhorod
thus split apart. Currently, those from former Greek Catholic families are
either re-establishing Greek Catholic parishes or belong to Roman Catholic
parishes. Although no clear statistics are available, probably the number and
proportion of Hungarians in formerly significant Greek Catholic communi-
1:’ In the case of such a change, Elemér Ortutay, a Hungarian Greek Catholic priest, expresses
similar fears on limiting the rights of non-Rusyn speaking minorities: ‘If we were to give up
our status, the Hungarian. Romanian and Slovak [i.e. Greek Catholic] believers would
necessarily be thrust into the background‘ (Bottlik and Dupka 1993: 49).
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ties has decreased, but the Rusyn population that moved in recent decades
has strengthened these groups. According to our observation, the different
choices of Greek Catholic Hungarians have been inﬂuenced primarily by
different visions of Hungarians as a national minority in Ukraine. One of our
interviewees, active in the Hungarian political movement, naturally did not
support the reorganization of the Greek Catholic parish, while his politically
inactive elder brother, who had had childhood experiences with the Greek
Catholic Rite, became a leading proponent of its reorganization. Apart from
this, one cannot overlook the personal reasons, generational differences, and
individual motives that have influenced such decisions.
The Attraction of the Byzantine Rite: ‘Reunification’ and the
Making of Hungarian Ol‘tl"i0d0Xy16
Several groups of Hungarian Greek Catholics in Subcarpathia, especially
around Berehovo and Vynohradiv, where there had been no viable Roman
Catholic community outside towns, refused to give up their Byzantine Rite
in the past decades. This led to conﬂicts even more vehement and compli-
cated than those around Uzhhorod. In order to understand these, we have to
examine how these parish communities reacted to political changes. We will
illustrate the case of communities upholding their Byzantine Rite with the
example oftwo settlements, Salanki and Bobove.”
Life without Priests — Rejecters ofReunion
Most Greek Catholic communities were related to the forced reunification
with the Orthodox Church through the choice of their parish priest (Pilipko
2004). In most cases the priest formally accepted the reunion, ‘subscribed to
it’, and thus could continue his ministry in the parish. There were, however,
cases in which the priest refused to accept, thereby facing twenty-five years
of forced labour. Following the deportation ofthese priests, most communi-
ties in the Berehovo and Vynohradiv regions decided for passive resistance:
16 Apart from the Serbian, Greek, and Romanian Orthodox communities in Hungary, there is
also a small Hungarian Orthodox community but this is rather an elite tradition in Hungarian
culture, which has no roots in Subcarpathia.
If Bobove (Hungarian: Tiszabokeny) is situated south of Vynohradiv on the bank ofthe River
Tisza. Greek Catholic Rusyn migration started in the eighteenth century to the Reformed
Hungarian Bobove. In the predominantly Hungarian environment, the Rusyn language
disappeared in the nineteenth century, whereas Greek Catholicism remained. According to the
1989 census, 2.550 of the 2,600 inhabitants identify themselves as ethnic Hungarian. Salanki
(Hungarian: Salank) lies north of Vynohradiv. Salanki has 3,160 inhabitants with 97% ethnic
Hungarians.
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they refused to accept the Orthodox priest using Church Slavonic imposed
on them. but rather celebrated their liturgies under the guidance of their
cantor. Nonetheless, there was profound uncertainty about the future oftheir
church life: ‘Well, we would just go because we're used to going to church;
we would need no new priest you can’t go without a priest, our father told
us, but it was to be an Orthodox priest, and that would not do So we
began going without a priest’ (Field interview from Bobove, 1999).
Religious teaching and practice intertwined all aspects of parish life
with a traditional order of values. Without a priest, the daily routine could
not be maintained: community arrangements related to life and death ~ the
baptism ofa newborn and a funeral for the dead — called for urgent solutions.
Parishes without priest found a solution in asking the ‘subscribed’ priests of
neighbouring parishes to celebrate services for them: ‘We heard the Greek
priests weren’t carried off here and there, the neighbouring villages, so we
called them to bury, baptize, and marry’ (Field interview from Bobove,
1999).
After a while, these ‘reunited’ priests were asked to administer not
only the occasional but also the regular rituals, and they would ‘serve across’
in various parishes. Judging from what these parishioners said in 1999, they
did not regard these ‘reunited’ priests as ‘Orthodox’: ‘well, them poor men,
they subscribed to save their hides, but deep in their hearts, they were Greek
all right. and we knew that’ (Field interview from Bobove, 1999). Another
parishioner noted: ‘My sons, none of them are Orthodox, they were all
baptized by such “subscribed” priests, because the priests of Salanki,
Vynohradiv, Vilok were never Orthodox’ (Field interview from Bobove,
1999).
The priests who rejected the reunion with Orthodoxy have tried to
provide their flocks with guidance for the future. Before being forced to
leave they tried to make clear to their communities that the Greek Catholic
church in the parish would cease to exist and an Orthodox priest would come
to replace them. Some recommended that their parishioners should not go to
the Orthodox church but practice their deep piety and hold on to their Ca-
tholicism in private. This naturally led some parishioners to choosing the
Roman Catholic churches functioning under much constraint but at least
legally in some of the nearby towns. Other priests let their parishioners
decide for themselves. In practice, however, it was not so much these rec-
ommendations that determined the decisions but the self-organizing capaci-
ties of each community. A vivid example is the village of Salanki where the
‘mightily faithful’ priest, who had served in the village for thirty-three years,
would not hear of any compromise in cooperating with the Orthodox
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Church. either by his parish or himself. Given the circumstances he could
not evade internment. and the parish was left to itself.
The Formal Acceptance of Reum'0n — The Latent ll/Iade of Greek
Cat/iolic Existence
In communities where Greek Catholic priests subscribed to reunion with
Orthodoxy, church buildings were automatically reregistered as Orthodox
parishes. However, most parishioners did not realize that they attended
services in Orthodox churches, and that, in fact, they themselves had become
Orthodox. Some came to realize it much later, and hence withdrew from the
community, deciding not to take up the new confession of their ‘apostate’
priest (e.g. the village of Deda). The majority of the Greek Catholic popula-
tion, however, came to live in a sort of latent Greek Catholicism.
Mentioned previously as an example of resistance, Salanki developed
a rather paradoxical situation; after the elderly priest had been incarcerated,
the village community arranged for a new ‘reunited’ priest to lead the parish,
who was actually the imprisoned priest’s son, a young man who had served
in another parish. The cantor of Salanki, well-versed in church matters,
recognized that the religious homogenizing policy of the new ‘state religion’
was also driven by ethnic homogenization. So, getting the whole parish
involved, he arranged to move the young priest into the parish, thereby
ensuring the continuity of religious practice and preservation of the mother
tongue: ‘He too had been imprisoned [like his father], but the villagers
looked him up, and talked him into it, they told him they’d do justice to him
before God and man, but he must stand up for his people because they were
going to saddle us with some Slavic-speaking priest and that would be the
end of us and our Hungarianness’ (Field interview from Salanki, 1992).
The ‘reunited’ priest had served afterwards for thirty-nine years in the
parish practising a latent mode of Greek Catholic existence. In the eyes of
his parishioners, he upheld an authentic Greek Catholicism and, thus, apart
from a few formal elements, their religious life, their customs, and language
remained the same.“’ In spite of the ideological pressure and the formal turn
‘S All over the region in communities where the parish priest could be convinced ‘locally’ to
accept ‘reunion’, the shift to the Orthodox Church was smoother. The necessary formal
changes were rather superficial: e.g. images of the Sacred Heart oflesus were repainted onto
cloth. images of St Anthony were changed to St Michael, or sculptures were removed from
churches. There were also places, however, where all was left untouched. One signiﬁcant
element changed in the liturgy; specifically, the pope's name was leii publicly unsaid. In
order not to state the Moscow patriarch’s name aloud. ‘reunited’ priests would whisper the
insertion on the ‘superiors’ within the liturgy. Ofcourse. the laity noticed these changes, but
accepted them as a compromise.
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to the Orthodox Church, this upholding of religious and ethnic identity
through everyday practice made possible Greek Catholic continuity in local
communities. -
The End of the Latent Mode of Greek Catholic Existence - The
Dying Out ofthe Reunited Priesthood
In the following years the number of believers shifting to Roman Catholic
churches increased in parishes where the ‘apostate’ priests could not remain
working (as a result of old age or death). In such cases, the old, formerly
Greek Catholic priests were replaced by Orthodox priests. The new priests
made fundamental changes in the community life by changing the liturgical
order and even the liturgical language. This was a most traumatic experience
for parishioners, and brought about vehement protests in most parishes. In no
such rebellious parish could Orthodox priests stay for extended periods, and,
thus, they had to be continually replaced. The Orthodox priests who kept
Hungarian as the liturgical language were received with more benevolence
by parishioners. Furthermore in such cases, locals tried to train priests into
local customs.” Orthodox priests usually did not rule out such requests,
(Pilipko 1997), and they even fulfilled special requests, such as healing and
exorcism. In Salanki, when the ‘reunited’ priest who had maintained a latent
mode of Greek Catholic existence died in 1988, the parish community re-
jected and forced out any succeeding Orthodox priests who knew no Hun-
garian and wished to introduce Church Slavonic in the liturgy. Because of
the frequent changes and the living memory of Greek Catholic identity, the
community unanimously stood up for the reorganization of the Greek Catho-
lic parish at the time of the political transformations. The exact content and
form of Greek Catholicism in the village, however, was to become the
subject of heated debates.
In the 1980s, the Orthodox Church had two Hungarian-speaking
priests who had serious chances of defending Hungarian communities in
Subcarpathia. One had studied to be an Orthodox priest and was appointed to
the Greek Catholic parish of Bobove in 1982. The village had had no perma-
nent priest for over three decades and considering religious policies of the
time, they were lucky to receive a Hungarian priest, even if he was Ortho-
dox. However, nobody knew then that because of the Hungarian Orthodox
priest the Orthodox Church would prevail in the parish when laws allowed
re-establishment of the Greek Catholic Church:
'9 Generally meaning that the person closest to the priest. usually, the sexton, who was also
the ministrant, would advise the priest on the parish’s customs and expectations, making clear
to him that he could stay as long as he took these into consideration.
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So. then [in I982], we would receive him, of course we would, he
was Hungarian, the young priest, he was from Janosi [Ukrainian: Ja-
nosi] nearby We couldn’t know that the state of religion would
change, could we‘? That we would one day be Greeks again. that re-
ligion would turn back to proper (Field interview from Bobove,
1999)
After decades of abandonment the arrival of the Hungarian Orthodox priest
in the 1980s created a chance to practise the Eastern Liturgy in Hungarian.
The locals overlooked the fact that the new priest was Orthodox and as the
liturgies are similar they thought to practise Greek Catholicism while appar-
ently taking part in forming an Orthodox parish. As a result the latent mode
of Greek Catholic existence in Bobove came alive. The rebirth of church life
and the use of Hungarian in liturgical services concealed the fundamental
fact that an Orthodox parish was being organized.
New Trends in the 1990s
The peace that the arrival of the Orthodox priest brought to the village was
short-lived. With the revival of the Greek Catholic Church all over the
region local communities started to reclaim their churches to Greek Catholi-
cism. In Bobove, however, most Eastern-Rite believers remained Orthodox
(see also Geszti 2001; Pilipko 2002a). The local council passed a resolution
ordering the Orthodox priest to leave the village within two weeks and
transfer the church to the newly reorganized Greek Catholic parish. In its
resolution, the council referred to the referendum in the Greek Catholic
community, and the parishioners voted for the Greek Catholic Church.
However, the Orthodox priest refused to accept the result of the referendum
and stated that the people loved him and the referendum had been falsiﬁed,
nothing but ‘Communist manipulation’. Thus, Bobove remained the only
registered Hungarian Orthodox community in all of Subcarpathia.
In other villages, the Rusyn Orthodox clergy that had, either of their
own accord or under slight pressure, learned to speak Hungarian, resigned
from their posts at the head of the newly re-established Greek Catholic
parishes, and founded Rusyn-language Orthodox parishes. The Orthodox
priest of Bobove, as an ethnic Hungarian, realized he had little chance to find
another parish and decided to fight for this one.
The village leadership in Bobove was composed mostly of members
ofthe Roman Catholic and Reformed churches, but most oftliem because of
their positions were party members and therefore formally atheists?’ After
gr; . . , . . . . . .Local surveys indicate that the past decades discriminatory social policies encouraged
social groups with a secondary or higher education. especially professionals. into formal
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the changes, the local elite returned to their forbears' churches, and, as
village leaders, decided to put into practice the law on re-establishing the
Greek Catholic Church. They were, however, caught unaware by the tough
resistance offered by the local Orthodox priest. The latter felt it unjust that
after almost ten years of service he should leave the village, where ‘people
have loved him ’, so he went around his parish canvassing for signatures to
prove the peoples’ affection for him. Thereafter the village community split
in two: one group insisted on their priest, while the other subjected his
staying to the condition that he ‘shiﬁs’ to Greek Catholicism. The priest
could not manage the ‘shift’, but managed very well to keep half of his flock
Orthodox.
The Motives of Identiﬁcation after 1990
The massive reorganization of Hungarian Greek Catholic parishes in the
1990s demonstrates that the forty-year religious hegemony of the Orthodox
Church could not function as a force capable of shaping a group’s identity.
The social-psychological conditions for creating such an identity were
missing in the first place. First, personal life stories preserved the memories
of the forced reunification of the Greek Catholic Church, the internment of
its priests, the capricious fate of its churches. Second, the Orthodox Church
in Subcarpathia was generally associated with the ‘coming in of the Ruskies’
and the painful memories of ma/enlqv robot,“ to which Hungarian Greek
Catholics fell victim just as much as their Reformed or Roman Catholic
brethren, were connected to Russians. Third, and perhaps most important,
the use of Hungarian in church sen/ices had a role in maintaining ethnic
identity in both individual and community consciousness. These Hungarian-
speaking Greek Catholics by preserving their language and culture deemed
themselves members of the larger Hungarian nation. By choosing to provide
them with Hungarian-speaking priests, the Orthodox Church recognized the
usefulness of this ethnic identity. This attempt proved so successful in
Bobove that the majority of the Greek Catholic community remained Ortho-
dox even after the changes ofthe early 1990s.
Bobove was a rather peculiar case because, officially, the whole
community had been Orthodox for forty years. Nevertheless, this was not
enough time for a cohesive Orthodox identity to take root among the parish-
ioners, who always thought of themselves as Greek Catholics. When faced
irreligiosity. After the changes in 1990 and the end of official antireligious ideology, several
members ofthese groups reaftiliated with their parishes (Pilipko I999: 7—9).
3‘ The manner of speaking of the Soviet military. meaning literally ‘little work’, when
collecting people for labour camps.
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with the choice of remaining Orthodox or returning to Greek Catholicism,
the parishioners must have reﬂected on the differences between the two
confessional identities. However, only a very small group of people in
Bobove, mainly the members of the parish council, the cantor, the sexton,
the curator (the ‘Orthodox core’), felt it as their duty to motivate their
choice. The village community was quite differentiated on their motives in
belonging to a particular church identity. The majority continued to profess
that they are ‘Greek Catholics but go to the Orthodox priest’. They were the
so-called undecided. The third group was the ‘unconscious Orthodox’, who
not only did not admit that they are Orthodox but said: ‘we go to the Greek
Catholic church, so we can only be Greek Catholics’.
The ‘Orthodox core’ belonged to the middle generation born after
1949, and their first and most firm ground of reference was that they were
‘baptized by the Orthodox priest and so can hardly be anything but Ortho-
dox’. They renounced their forbears’ Greek Catholic tradition; history for
them began in the 1950s when they were ‘born into’ the Orthodox Church.
When this Soviet system came in, with it came the whole Orthodox
religion, and, from then on, whoever was born was [baptized] Or-
thodox we’re all born after that, and we can’t help that, why
would we deny our religion we don’t mind what religion there
had been here before 1949 (Field interview from Bobove, 2000).
Identity is relative to some other identity: in this given case, the entity
brought into comparison is the community of Greek Catholic parishioners.
According to the interpretation ofthe ‘Orthodox core’, several Greek Catho-
lics - about 20 families — did not persevere with their community, because,
with the coming ofthe Orthodox priest in 1982, they left it, and began going
to the Roman Catholic church in the neighboring village, Vilok. Members of
the ‘Orthodox core’ say that those villagers indicated by their behaviour that
they refused to partake in the duty of maintaining the parish, which fell to
the ones remaining at home, the nowadays members of the Orthodox parish.
As the Greek Catholic Church was legalized again in the beginning of 1990s,
these ‘deserting’ families were the most ardent supporters and organizers of
the local Greek Catholic parish. They were the ones who felt they persevered
in their principles and held on to their Catholic identity.
The second group consisted ofthe ‘undecided’, their attitude being the
most ambivalent. They, particularly the elderly, consciously professed their
Greek Catholicism in spite of attending Orthodox sen/ices: ‘We’re Greek
who go to the Orthodox priest’, people in the village say. In the course ofthe
conflicts between the Greek Catholics and the Orthodox, these people were
so deeply offended that they felt their only choice was full dissociation from
the Greek Catholic side: ‘How would I go with them when they’d sent me
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out of the church - me, the cantor’. ln the cominunity’s daily routine, these
negative attitudes between the opposing groups have mellowed, lost much of
their aggression and fervour, but not their distance.
The third, ‘unaware Orthodox’, group deems itselfGreek Catholic but
not by conscious decision. They thought of themselves as Greek Catholics
because they ‘used to go to the Greek Catholic church’, to the priest they had
gone to before (i.e. the Orthodox priest of the village since 1982), and they
therefore were ‘Greek Catholics as always, and remained so, and did not go
running to other churches or priests’. This reflects a particular connection
between space and identity, hinted at by the Orthodox priest’s behaviour
when he was forced to return the formerly Greek Catholic church building
He insisted on building his independent church on the very site next to the
present Greek Catholic church, which had been chosen as the site ofa future
Greek Catholic church with foundations already laid. This is quite an ex-
traordinaiy ‘continuity-shaping’ solution by the newly organized Hungarian
Orthodox community.
For the new Orthodox church, village authorities had chosen a site in
the centre of the village still used for agriculture. The Orthodox priest
however, categorically rejected this site, arguing that this would put the
newly organized community in a peripheral situation. The location ofthe site
in the village centre was not peripheral geographically but in a sacral sense.
It was further away from the upper quarter of the settlement, the location of
all the religious spaces: not only the Greek Catholic, but also the Roman
Catholic and the Reformed churches. Thus, the village’s new Orthodox
church would have not only been ‘far’ from its current religious centre, but,
due to the large expanse of the village, it could even have attained a central
position. Nevertheless, the Orthodox priest would not accept the proposal. In
a neutral location, the new Orthodox church as a physical object would
embody Orthodoxy, and this exclusivity itself would keep many villagers
away from it, not to mention the ‘unconscious Orthodox’ group whose
individual Orthodox religious lives were connected to the old Greek Catholic
church. The Orthodox priest had to decide: he could either build a new
church for a community of smaller size or hold on to his parishioners and
postpone the construction of the church. The Orthodox community built its
own church in the end (in 2000), but not on the site offered by the local
council, which continued to be seen as peripheral. Instead they are building
it onthe grounds ofa shop they acquired close to the Greek Catholic church.
The impressive church building will certainly bring about important changes
in the village sacral structure.
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The Liturgical Order
After the forced reunion of 1949, Greek Catholic churches in Subcarpathia
were ordered by higher ecclesiastical authorities to remove certain objects
that bore Latin associations (e.g. statues), while certain devotions of Latin
origin (the cults of the Virgin Mary and Saint Joseph in rosary societies)
were not only tolerated but taken over by Orthodox priests in certain par-
ishes. For instance, the Novena to Saint Joseph was introduced in the
Bobove parish by the Orthodox priest installed in 1982. He had known this
devotion from the Greek Catholic village of his birth, and, sensing its com-
munity-preseiying potential, he adapted it to his own parish.
Greek Catholics who withdrew from the Orthodox communities after
1990, however, lost these particular devotions. The newly reorganized Greek
Catholic parishes were served by ‘circuit’ priests from a distance; these
priests had no time for supplemental devotions. Many of these priests, often
coming from Hungary or having studied there, were influenced by the Sec-
ond Vatican Council resolution that prescribed the revision of the self-
interpretatioii of the Eastern Churches, fostered the rediscovery of their
values, and encouraged a return to their traditions (Pirigyi 1990: l64; also
Buzalka, Mahieu, this volume). This recommendation consciously sought to
remove Latin elements from the liturgy, and shorten it in accordance with
the requirements of modern times. This attitude had already taken root in the
Hajdudorog Episcopacy in Hungary. Thus, the Subcarpathian priests who
had studied in Hungary returned to their parishes with the aim to put these
ideas into practice. Parishioners, however, objected to this process of
‘Byzantinization’.
Although in the reorganized Greek Catholic parish in Bobove this
process did not face any resistance, in communities that fully returned to
Greek Catholicism it encountered strong opposition (Pilipko 2002b). The
changes in the liturgy, its shortening. and the removal of Western (but here
customary) elements from it provided a good pretext for parish communities
that held on to Orthodoxy to prove that they took the right way, that they
‘held on to Catholicism’, because the liturgy presented by the Orthodox
priest was closer to the older Greek Catholic liturgy as they knew it.
Indeed, based on the ‘Byzantinization’ proposed by the Second Vati-
can Council,“‘ the Orthodox and Greek Catholic rites (excluding certain
motifs of dogma) should have come closer to each other. Paradoxically,
however, the Orthodox liturgy retained certain elements of Latin origin
familiar to believers (e.g. the Novena to Saint Joseph), while the Greek
Catholic liturgy was shortened and excluded customary Latin elements.
22 Reinforced by the release. in l990. ofthe Code Q/Canons Qfi/re Eastern Cliiirciiwi.
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Conclusion
The emergence of confessional conflicts in Subcarpathian villages W3
result of the more general sociopolitical transformations. Contlticts arfi a
from collisions of identity within the Greek Catholic Hungarian commuiyse
- . Din Subcarpathia. Some people wanted to re-establish their former churriltqy
and this was deemed harmless in certain regions, where people thought they
were returning to the true order of things by re-establishing institutions th t
had been violently destroyed. Others believed that mere nosfalgia or personal
ambition fed the desire for religious reorganization and thus it was dan ea
ous for the whole community. Villages became divided with at least iigii/re
groups with different sets ofvalues emerging in this process; they verged On
seeing one another as enemies. In fact, some quarrels descended into meb
law. For decades, otherness had had no chance of manifesting itself in these
communities. Conflicts could only surface with the help of; newer lar e
scale social change, which modified social relations to such an extent tier
everyone had to redefine his or her position.
The confessional conflict, as far as we see it, constitutes the symbelie
struggle for high-prestige positions, or the process of the apparently homo
geneous village communities falling apart into several communities of
ditterent views and interests. Formerly important and prestigious elements of
identity either disappeared or became causes of negative diicrimination (e g
Communist Party membership), and formerly disparaged public roles
(churchwardenship and activity in the Hungarian Cultural Association of
Subcarpathia) and conditions (church membership) now acquired valuable
elements of identity for everyone. The struggle is symbolic because the
different ‘parties’ did not openly attempt to gain one another’s pOSiti0ns or
to question one another’s honesty. Everyone was ﬁghting for the church and
the legitimacy springing from the possession of the church Even today the
most important source of legitimacy and power indeed the most important
resource, is the church.
l The conflicts describedpreviously were mostly characteristic of Hun-
garian communities in the vicinity ofthe Hungarian-Rusyn language border.
We argue that they cannot be regarded as simple ethnic conflicts. The no-
tions of the ‘other’ appearing in the eyes of the community as dangerous
clearly point out that, in the final count, the various outbursts oftemper were
rooted 1I1_il'l€ different interpretations of reality held by communities with
different identities. In all the communities studied the participants with the
most Eastern background were regarded as suspect, namely: in southwest
Subcarpathia, the Greek Catholics and in the central and eastern regions the
Orthodox. The dominant groups in Hungarian communities always identiﬁed
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the most Eastern participants with the majority Ukrainian society. This
clearly points to the referential basis oflocal elites (Pusztai 1997).
In approaching the end of our analysis, we have to turn back to the
widely acknowledged phenomenon that ethnic and religious identities, in
most cases, support each other in Central Europe (e.g. Roman Catholic
Croats vs. Orthodox Serbs, Roman Catholic and Protestant Hungarians vs.
[mainly] Orthodox [and partly Greek Catholic] Romanians in Transylvania).
Because we have reported about conﬂicts between ethnicity and religion,
this chapter, at first, seems to suggest just the contrary. However, the mo-
tives of those attempting to obstruct the rebirth of Hungarian Greek Catholi-
cism in the Uzhhorod region can, in fact, be explained by the former, seem-
ingly disproved principle. Those fighting against Hungarian Greek Catholi-
cism in Subcarpathia want to equate religion and ethnicity exactly because
they want them to support each other, because they do not want local Hun-
garians, as they say, to ‘pull apart’. Religion, that is, the preference for
‘Hungarian [= Western] religions’, as opposed to the suspect Greek Catholi-
cism, is, in fact, the primary means of preserving an ethnic group in this
situation (Gans 1994: 584).
The complexity of the situation is well demonstrated by the fact that
these tensions only occur in the western parts of the areas inhabited by
Hungarians. In more eastern regions, especially around Vynohradiv, Hungar-
ian Greek Catholics had always thought ofthe Byzantine Rite as part oftheir
identity. This is why the authorities tried to integrate the Hungarian parish
communities in Orthodoxy by permitting Hungarian as the language of the
Eastern liturgy, as the introduction of Church Slavonic never met with
success.
The legalization of Greek Catholicism in Subcarpathia fuelled two
parallel developments: the revival of religious traditions and the formation of
modern religious life. These two processes harshly collided in contemporary
Subcarpathian Hungarian Greek Catholicism, which is overwritten with
generational conﬂicts. Old and new attitudes and identities came into con-
flict. The clergy defined the content of tradition divergently. For the older
generation, pre-I949 Latinized Greek Catholicism is the legitimate heritage;
whereas for the younger generation, educated in Hungary, the post-Vatican
II revival of the Eastern traditions should be considered the true tradition.
The contradictory interpretations of the clergy over what is the legitimate
tradition have practical effects in parish life. Ordinary believers without
detailed knowledge of church history were both witnesses and victims ofthe
seemingly insoluble contradictions surrounding Greek Catholic tradition.
In examining the reawakening of Greek Catholicism. quite obviously
the heart of the debate is over its authentic form. We can Ol')S€:‘I'V€ tradition
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and modernity competing and the social construction of mutually Suppgl-t’
arguments. Which is the truly authentic form of Greek Catholicism: Fellomg
ing the Julian or the Gregorian calendar‘? Using the traditional Latini W’
liturgy, as sometimes done by Orthodox priests, or using the ‘model-nZ'ed
Shortened, Byzantinized. and locally repelling forms, which young ri ISL
from Hungary try to introduce? Who will be faithful to their forbeafspfeéfiis
the ones who go to the Orthodox priest forced on them earlier or the ()1 3
who attend imported Greek Catholic liturgies full of innovatii>ns” Broliles
traditions have clearly proliferated systems of arguments appealing re aen
thenticity; each system of arguments bases itself on the tradition whui;
bewilderingly calls attention to the fundamental, ontological intermed ‘C
of Greek Catholicism. 3 lacy
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Preface
The Greek Catholic churches are a well-kept secret, at any rate for the great
majority of sociocultural anthropologists. They have been significant actors
in the modern history of Central Europe for more than four centuries, yet
their very existence is something ofa mystery, not only to scholars (outside
small circles of regional specialists) but also to many citizens of the coun-
tries in which they are found. At the same time, these churches have always
been controversial, politically as well as theologically. While some observers
have seen in them a prototype for the reconciliation of Eastern and Western
Christians, others perceive only an instrument of Western imperialism in the
past and a continuing stumbling block to ecumenical dialogue today.
The diversity ofthe Greek Catholics’ local adaptations is partly attrib-
utable to differences in structural position. They are a minority in all of the
five states into which their homeland is currently divided. But the position of
Greek Catholics in Ukraine, where they are outnumbered by Orthodox
Christians (themselves fragmented into several churches) who share the
same national identity, is very different from their position in Poland and
Slovakia, where Greek Catholics are a small group in relation to Western
Christian majorities professing a different national identity. In Hungary and
Romania, the Greek Catholics identify overwhelmingly with the dominant
nationality. However, as the only significant Eastern Church in a country
marked by a plurality of Western Christian traditions the Hungarian Greek
Catholics form a sharp contrast to their co-religionists in Romania, who are
overshadowed by a dominant Romanian Orthodox Church. The picture is
further complicated in all of these countries by a Ruthenian (Carpatho-
Rusyn) identification that transcends the present political boundaries in this
section of the Carpathians; for at least some Greek Catholics Rusyn or
Lem/to appears to be more meaningful than a mere regional designation.
Anthropologists can strive to make sense of this complexity by pro-
viding ethnographic accounts of how it is lived out in practice in particular
communities. This volume is the first to provide a range of such studies for
the Greek Catholics. However, the anthropological interest does not end
there. The fascination of the Greek Catholics derives from their unique
position ‘between East and West’ and the challenges they pose to general
anthropological theories of religion, cultural change and longue dnrée his-
tory. Were they simply yet another element of diversity in a zone in which
Protestantism was already complicating the long-established coexistence of
Orthodox and Roman Catholic confessions? Or can we say that the creation
of these churches brought together two ‘cultures’ or even distinct ‘civiliza-
tions’? How adequate are terms such as ‘syncretic’ or ‘hybrid’ to describe
the results of this religious interpenetration? What does the resurgence of
